Volume Control on DX6, DX7, DX9, DX18
by RotoRon and PropsnWings

I am experiencing a strange situation with the volume on my DX9.
It is running FW version 1.07, and I have upgraded the sounds at the same time as I
upgraded the firmware.
If I go to Menu>System Setup>System Settings>Extra Settings>Volume Controls>Voice
Volume Control, all of the volumes remain at 50 no matter what global volume setting is
selected using the back button and scroll wheel from the home screen.
However, the volume of the spoken flight modes, spoken timer events and switch
changes are not as loud as changing the global volume control from the home screen.
For example, if I change the volume to 60, the radio will say "volume 60" at a nice loud
volume. But when I then change a flight mode, the spoken flight mode is a significantly
lower volume than the "volume 60" sound when changing the global volume.
[Details that were not pertinent were deleted out here]
OK, scratch all that. Increasing the individual volumes in the Voice Volume control to
100 from 50 seems to have corrected everything.

PropsnWings posted an explanation for why the system behaves this way:
Global is a % of the individual category. So say you have one set to 50% and
global is at 50%, you are in effect getting only 25%

Note: Adjust Global sound level by clicking the back button when in the main screen.
Roll the roller to adjust the global sound level to what you desire and then click the
roller. If you want an individual sound to be louder or quieter, use Voice Volume Control
setting as described in the 3rd paragraph above and select a greater or lesser value.
Voice Volume Control Default Settings:
System:
Warnings:
Timer:
Expired:

70
70
70
70

Tele Status:
Tele Warning:
User Event:
Flight Mode:
Vario

50
50
70
50
50

